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CHAPTER ONE (1) 

Introduction and scope of the study 

1.1 Introduction 

"SuI ()n~r 11';/1 hiy,llI.!r edllClIfi(J1/ ;,/ 1//I.! _., /sl 

ct'nllll:r hare In hec(}1II1.! rdel'UIlf, hilI a/so 

thul r<.!iL'\'ullcl.! will hejl/dgl'd Jlri/J1ur;~l' ill 
/erms (if'oll1puls ... "(Gibbon M 1998: I). 

This study seeks to inwstigate a basic labour market problem of a system of 

education that is perceived as being inadequately connected/linked to the demands of 

the labour market. This is in light of the fact that while substantive progress has been 

made in most dewloping countries with regard to investment in human capital. the 

mismatches between education and training systems and the labour market are 

increasingly becoming \\orrisome and pose a serious national challenge. The ()Cus is 

on Higher Education (HE). with particular reference to Zimbabwe. and the 

justilication for the choice of HE is adequately explained in this chapter which serves 

basically as an introduction to the study. 

The paper consists of live chapters. and the rest are organised as follows: Chapter two 

forms the conceptual and theoretical framework for the study. In this chapter the 

various theories and concepts that are of relevance to the study are defined and 

discussed. Chapter three revie\\s background literature on HE in Zimbabwe and 

presents an analysis of the labour market for graduates. Chapter four analyses the 

higher education-labour market relationship and concludes by presenting some policy 

challenges to HE reform in Zimbabwe. In Chapter five. the policy recommendations 

that come out of the study are discussed. This chapter also contains some suggestions 

for further research. These are areas closely connected to the topic. which the study 

failed to address because of time and space limitations. 



1.2 Background to Study 

At independence in 1980. the new Zimbab\\'e government embarked on a massIve 

program of educational expansion as a strategy to increase access to education for the 

majority of the populace. \\'hich sulfered exclusion Irom the education system during 

the colonial era, This represented a policy shiti from the traditional and exclusionary 

elitist system of education. \\hich characterized the colonial era to one of mass 

production. analogous to the North American Model.lThe direct impact of the 

massive expansion of primary and secondary education has been considerable 

massilication of HE as more and more young persons graduated Irom the secondary 

schools, 

Presently. Zimbab\\'e boasts of having a \\'ide variety of Higher Education Institutions 

(lIF1s). \\hich olTer training opportunities and programs of study leading to the award 

of cel1ilicates. diplomas and degrees in a \\'ider range of fields, State Vocational and 

Technical Colleges (VTCs) increased Irom two in 1980 to ten in 1995 and to thirty in 

1998. The current devolution policy has witnessed the conversion of a number of 

tcachcrs' and technical colleges into degree granting institutions. Presently. there are 

nine fully-lledged uniwrsities l live public and four private 1. and two university 

colleges aftiliated to the University of Zimbabwe. Plans to establish three more 

ul1i\(:rsities are also undemay. The follo\\'ing graph represents tertiary enrolments in 

Zimbabwe between 1990 and 1999, 

1 lor a discu""inn (If thL' '\(H1h .-\mt:ricJIl 'I(ltkl rdL'r 1(1 Ikm;! (,rCL'1l ( I 99..t). 
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Figure 1: Tertiary Enrolments: 1990-1999 
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In 1990, for example. uni"ersity enrolments \\"ere 9 017 because there was only one 

uniwrsity. With the establishment of more uniYersities between 1990 and 1999. 

enrolment rose steadily from 13 779 in 1998 to 45 000 in 1999. This marked increase 

bet\\ een 1998 and 1999 is attributed to the establishment of the ZOlJ, which otTers 

distance learning degree programs and has branches in all the pnn'inces of the 

country2 For Teachers' Colleges. enrolments rosc from 13 522 in 1990 to 17945 in 

1999. and similarly. for VTCs enrolments rose Irom 8 594 in 1990 to 22 789 in 1999. 

In numerical terms. this rapid expansion is actually a measure of success and going by 

such standard indicators of go"ernment commitment towards human capital 

ill\estment efforts. one would actually say that Zimbabwe has done quite well. 

HO\\eWL it should be noted that --it is 110tjllSt the \'oillme of in\'estment in edllcation 

tilat is importa11l- tile re/enl11ce 0/ rhe e<illcation pro\'ided is a \'i{(t/ i11l'e.lfme11l oj its 

wntrihlltillil to indllstrial de\'elopme11l--(ZCTlJ, 1996:57). And as Grubb and Ryan 

2 Djsl'l1lt:1..! karning is ,,(ill a rl"1ati\L:l) 111.:\\ cnncl..:pt inlimhdh\\( lind Jut.: ttl data limildtions on ih impact on the 

I:JhtllJI" mark..:!. it \\ ill nul he di:--cu:,:-..:d In lhi" stlld~. 



(1999:2) \\ould put it. "Building hllsehllil dillmonds or soccerjields does nol in itself 

crl!£Ile great teams 

1.3 Statement of the Problem 

It is argued that the rapid expansion of the education system. particularly HE has not 

had a measurable payoff in temlS of \\'ider economic gains for the country as well as 

the majority of the graduates, especially in temlS of their employability. Various 

criticisms have been raised regarding the relevance of HE in Zimbabwe to the 

changing labour market. It is argued that the system is still largely supply-driven and 

that it does not adequately prepare the graduates for employment. To quote 

Zimbabwe's First Three Year Medium Development Plan 1998-2000 (p88): 

"Although there hilS heen a high "!1'I'1 of oulpul ./i'om the educalion .1),stell1. Ihe 

I'l'Ohlem of skills shortages still exists. The skills shortllge is heing caused hy the gap 

helm!en Ihe educalilill curricula and I'ri\'(lIeil'uhlic seclor requiremenls. Thus the 

rele\'(lIIce of the education .1)'Slem to the work-place IS crilical 10 ensure Ihal 

Zimhah,re has Ihe skills 10 propel it to the/illure. " 

Relatively long periods of unemployment among the graduates is a common 

phenomenon in Zimhah\\·e. and \vhen they eventually get employment, they 

increasingly find that they are not ahle to effectively utilize the skills acquired. To 

borrow Kanyenze's \\ords: after reaching the highest lewl in the education pyramid . 

.. their pr<l.ll'ecls may/</I' less he glamorous than expecled lizey may.!ind thai their 

kn01r/edge allli skills are nol appreciated in Ihe labuur markel. as Ihe relevance ol 

lIIuch oflheir education and Iraining is ,ridely perceived as Iimiled"3 This has tended 

to create an atmosphere of disillusion and despair especially among the graduates, 

who often have vcry high employment expectations after college. 

While the problem of unemployment and under-utilization of skills has been 

acknO\vledgcd. there has heen little or no serious efforts to get feedback from 
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employers about the latter's perceptions and \'Ie\\s about educational programs 

ofkred by !lEis. It also seems thm there is no proper understanding of the functioning 

of the labour market on the part of education planners. These problems are 

exacerbated by the current lack of proper linkages and co-ordination bct\\een industry 

and HE. It is against this background that this study is being undertaken. 

1.4 Justification of Study 

While liE is important as a catalyst for economic deyelopment. its role in this regard 

\\Nlld certainly be limited if it increasingly results in unemployment and 

underemployment. and if it is not able to address the skill requirements of the 

economy in ternlS of producing a tlexible \\orkfiJrce with transferable skills and the 

ability to adapt easily to the rapidly changing product market. 

Recent trends in Zimbab\\e show that the employment adyantage of post-secondary 

graduates has been eroding. The situation is more serious. especially for Erst-time 

job-seekers li-csh Ii-om college. This. coupled \\ith the inadequate perfornlance of the 

graduates on the job and the \\eak research output in HE!s. combine to bring the 

rcleyance of liE to public scrutiny, On the other hand .. th~ o\'''nl'h~lming profill1dity 

oj' gloha/isalion and Ih" resultillg complexity alld compelitil'cn('Ss in the lahour 

market, cOllpled ll'ilh Ihe rapidity "'ith ll'hich tecllllology has hccn progressing places 

(//7 illdiclmew on higher education to rethink its role, mission and methodology 

e 'I ",cia III , ill Imining and I he l\'(wld of ll'Ork" (UNESCO. 1998), The challenge for 

Zimbab\\e at the present moment is to effectiyely mobilize resources to ensure that its 

Ill' plays a more meaningful role in economic development, 

While economists attribute the high levels of unemployment and underemployment to 

mismanagement of underdeveloped nations and the failure of governments to 

implement sound macroeconomic policies. educationists cite the limited relevance of 

education and training systems to labour market demands, On the other hand. 

demographers belie\ e it's a population explosion probkm. \\hich has resulted in 
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dewloping countries failing to absorb the products of their o\\·n education systems 

(Lconor M.D 1985. Kanyenze. G. 2000): 

Howewr. for Zimbabwe. elforts to correct the problem of the depressed 

macroeconomic enyironment. \\·hich is belieyed to be the major cause of 

unemployment and underemployment. hayc been concentrated on measures to 

improye aggregate demand in the economy through the implementation of 

competition enhancing macro economic policy refonns.; Many people haye attributed 

the "failure" of these economic refonns to lack of supportiw and complementary 

policies. especially \\ith reference to coherent I IRD policies aimed at influencing the 

quality of the labour force and at the same time proyiding for effective linkages 

bet\\een industry and HE (ZCTU. 1996). hence the need to redirect efforts to 

improying the releyance of education to the needs of the economy. 

The link between the education system and the labour market is an area that has 

largely been ignored by academic researchers in Zimbabwe. There is a general lack of 

literature on HE and the labour market in Zimbabwe. Past research has tended to 

concentrate on the quantitatiw rather than the qualitatiye aspect of employment. 

hence the need to carry out this study. 

1.5 Ob jectives 

This paper does not seek to judge the content of academic courses olTered in HEls. It 

is a careful study of the nexus bet\\een HE and the labour market. More specilically. 

this study intends to achieve the following objectives: 

• To critically examine the relevance of HE in Zimbabwe to the labour market. 

• To establish the importance of Labour Market Information (LMI) in HE planning 

and proyision. and how HEIs can benefit from the collection and use of such 

inli.)mlation . 

..J. 1"11>,.,,1.' thr.:1.' di\ I.'rgl.'llt \ ie\\::. :-;110\\ ck<1rl~ thl.' compk\ nature or the cducation- cmplo~ men! relationship. 
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• To SUl!l!cst stratcl!ies It)r intencntion in terms of policies. institutions. etc to set up 
~~ ~ 

a demand driwn S) stem of HE. 

1.6 Research Questions 

(i) To what extent do HEls make use of Ll\!l in HE planning') 

(ii) HO\\ responsiw is the HE system in Zimbabwe to the needs of the labour 

market"' 

(iii) Where do the graduates go after graduation" 

(iv) \\;hat LMI should be collected and who should be responsible for the 

collection of such infonnation~ 

(v) What should be the ideal relationship between the state. the private sector 

and HEls') 

(vi) What lessons can be drawn from the expenences of other countries 111 

relation to de\eloping a demand-driven system of HE~ 

1.7 Research Methodology and Sources of Information 

Primar) as well as secondary data sources are used in this study. Books. articles. 

journals. published and unpublished papers and documents from the ISS Library. the 

Internet and other sources in and outside of The Netherlands formed important 

sccondary data sources. A full reference list is presented at the end of the study. For 

primary data. interviews \\'ere conducted between 21/07/200 I and 16/08/200 I 111 

Zimbabwe using structured and unstructured inten'iew guides (see Annex I) 

Statistical data IS analysed uS1l1g statistical tools such as averages. percentages and 

ratios in Excel. 

5 Such rdonn~ l;]rg~l: ilH:lud.:u the- (in) 1;1Il10US SAPs of till.' [\IF \\"n. impicllll:JlII.'J a~ foIIO\\:-.: r".(onomil.: 

StfllCIUfJ] "\u,iU'.;tlllclll Pnlgram (rS:\Pt-1991-1995. 7irnhah\\c h.:onomk ])rogram for b.:onomic and Social 

I r~lI1 .. r()nllJtit\n (/I\lPRl-.S 1)- 19lJ6-:::!()(l() ;.lIlU the \lilknnilllll i:c(lnomic RL'c(m:r: Pbn :::!OOO 
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1.7 Limitations to Study 

This study comes at a time \\'hen Zimbab\\'e is expenencll1g the \\'orst forn1s of 

political. economic and social tension as a result of the economic crisis. The 

gO\ernment is battling 10 . correcl Ihe "Tongs of Ihe past in a sill/at ion 

('haracteri~('d hy high ('xpcclalirms of Ihe people on one hand. ami 1Il1fm'ol/rahle 

('collomic conditions Oil the olher, ,,' Conducting research on a policy em'ironment 

characterized by political and economic instability is always fraught with difficulties. 

The current focus of attention is on immediate solutions to the country's economic 

\\oes. Investment in education is a long-term developmental strategy with a relatively 

long gestation period and because of this. people interested in short-term plans might 

not lully appreciate the significance of this study. 

rhe researcher is lully aware of other problems of HE in Zimbabwe relating to access. 

equity and financing. institutional autonomy. the trade off between public expenditure 

on HE and othcr levels of education. government versus private sector spending in 

I IE. and many others. However these problems will not be addressed in this study 

because of space and time limitations. Non-school factors like. family background 

and labour market segmentation have a strong bearing on individual employability. It 

is howe\er not possible to discuss these here because of the same limitations cited 

aboye. 

The relationship between HE and the labour market is such a complex one. Brennan . 

.1.1 et al (1993) refers to this relationship as the "HELM Relationship." The terms 

used in themselYes. that is: relevance. responsiveness and quality are quite dynamic. 

multifaceted. highly subjective. and difticult to measure. 

The research time frame. coupled with space limitations obviously imposes severe 

constraints on the scope of data collection and analysis. However. notwithstanding 

these limitations. it is hoped that the study would particularly make a valuable 

6 Rl'pllrl ofthl' Prl'~iJl'ntial ('olllmi~silln into r-.dw.:alion '.lI1t! 1 raining in lilllhah\\l' (1999:299) (hl'reinatkr 

rdem .. 'd to a" Thl' ~ziramasanga Rl'J"lort). 
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contribution to the policy debate on the d.:,c!opment of effecti\·e linkages between 

111' and the labour market and to the existing body of literature on the subject. 
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CHAPTER TWO (2) 
Theoretical and Conceptual Framework 

2.1 Introduction 

"Human resources del'e/opment both 
raises productivity and lowers 
reproductil'ity'"(Streeten, P 1983).7 

This chapter briefly discusses some important concepts made use of or implied in the 

study. The chapter also discusses the Human Capital Theory and its relationship to 

economic development in general and in the context of Zimbabwe, as well as human 

resources planning models. This chapter is important in that it provides the theoretical 

foundation upon which the subsequent discussion is based. 

2.2 Definition of Terms 
Box 1 

7 As quoted in Corner. I.. I ')86: I 

S Inta\'ic\\'s cnnductt:d at the \10HET rc\'t~akd that apart from the tracer studies dOIll' hy the liZ in 1993"4. and at 

~lJS·1 in 1<)96. no tracer stuJir.:s \H:re hcing conduclt.:J at HEls (set' apPl'ndi:-': 1). 
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9 Figure I:alculatcd from 1999 Labour Force Survey. 
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2.3 Quality Indicators for Higher Education 

Three indicators of quality in HE can be identified as follows; 
(i) Input indicators- refers to resources applied in tem1S of human and financial, and 

student enrolments. 

(ii) Process indicators- refers to the intensity or productivity of resource use. This 

includes student teacher ratios and contact hours. 

(iii) Output indicators- relates to what has been achieved. that is: the outcome of the 

educational process. They indicate educational quality as determined by its effects on 

the labour market in tenns of better employment opportunities for and earnings of the 

graduates (Cave. M.et al 1988). 

While the above indicators are important in determining the overall quality of HE. this 

study is more concerned about quality as measured by output indicators. lo 

2.4 Human Capital Theory 

The HCT is built on the intellectual foundations of neo-classical analysis of labour 

markets. education and economic growth. The premise of the HCT is that investment 

in human capital is associated with better skills. higher productivity. and enhanced 

human capacity to imprO\e the quality oflife (TFOHES. 2000:16). The HCT assumes 

that people are productive resources and that highly educated people are more 

productive than others (Brennan. J.L 1993:6). 

More importantly. the HCT is a cost and benefit analysis of educational investment. 

Educational investment decisions are made when the expected returns (future income) 

and the non-monetary benefits (the utility of being educated) are perceived to be 

greater than the educational expenditure and the opportunity cost. 

I n"1 hpugh nUlpu! indic<lIOrs an: rardy us~d h~cau:-.e the: arC" l,,,tn:mcl: dt'manding and because ofthc rear that 

the; could bc subjtxti\'c. the: can :.lelUa]!: prodw.:c quilL' formidahle results for planning purposes if they an.' 

properl: used. 
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In the early days of its promulgation, the HCT was used to explain the economic 

rationale for individual inYestment in education, better health, nutrition, etc. (Corner, 

L 1986:3). The HCT has been refined from its micro perspective to a macro 

perspective over the years, and now it is applied in providing justification for public 

expenditure in education. The main argument is that investment in human capital 

complements investment in physical and technological innovation. 

2.5 The Signaling/Screening Hypothesis 

According to this hypothesis, at higher levels, education does not necessarily increase 

productivity but is used merely as a screening or filtering device. HE is seen as 

helping employers to ..... identify those indi"iduals 11'170 hare characteristics that are 

likely to make them more productive workers: or equirolently. it enables workers to 

make this known to employers"(Blomqvist. A 1987:8). The screening hypothesis 

explains why employers always prefer individuals who are more educated for 

employment even if the job requirements are low. The screening hypothesis suggests 

that education acts .... . as a signal to employers regarding the personal traits 

(persistence. achievement. motivation etc) or trainability or family/class background 

oj potential employees and that it is these rather than superior cognitive skills 

(prodl/ctirity) that (Ire being sOl/ght" (Comer, L 1986:7). 

E\"en though this approach represents a different view from the HCT concerning the 

social productivity of education, in one sense, it is not inconsistent with the latter in 

that it supposes that even if individuals use education merely as a device for 

identifying themselves as having superior productivity, the cost of education can still 

be thought of as an investment which is undertaken in order to raise the individual's 

subsequent income (Blomqvist A. 1987). 

2.6 Theory of credentialism 

This theory purports that HE ensures class allocation and detemlines access to better 

paying jobs. HE levels signal higher potential productivity in a situation of imperfect 

information. Credentialists belieYe that HE widens the gap between the rich and the 
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poor. However. on a more positive note. HE has been known to act as a powerful 

mechanism for the upward mobility of individuals irrespective of their social 

backgrounds. In Corner's words. "regardless oflrhether the higher earnings accruing 

to the more educated are the result of their higher productivit), or of their increased 

probabilities ()(selection jiN' desirable employment due to the operation of education 

as a screening process. income inequalities h'ill be reduced if the supply of educated 

lahour is increased relatire to uneducated labour"" 

2.7 Reaffirmation of the Human Capital Theory 

Disregarding the simplistic assumptions of the Her. there IS no doubt that in this 

present day and age of rapid technological change. globalisation and changing labour 

market structures. a highly educated and skilled labour force is needed for any 

economy that seeks to gain a competitive edge in both regional and international 

markets. In some countries especially the East Asian Economies. increasing emphasis 

is placed on HRD strategies in which the competitive edge of the economies is neither 

commodities nor low wage labour. but skill and entrepreneurial development and 

research (lLO 1991 :8). In the case of Singapore. for example; a "'high quality hUll1an 

hase was used as one of the key incentives to aUract jiJreign 

inrestlllent ..... (Selvaratnam V 1994:vii). Commenting on the HCT. Comer. L 

(1986: 10). points out that ··de.l1'ite sel"ere theoretical ohstacles to the application of a 

methodological(l' individualist approach to allocative decisions for puhlic investment. 

the human capital approach has yetta he displaced hy a sarislactory alternative." 

2.8 Human Capital Investment Efforts and Economic Development in 
Zimbabwe 

Despite the widespread belief that economic development depends so much on the 

supply of educated manpower. and despite the massive efforts in human capital 

investment by the government since independence. it appears that the macroeconomic 

em·ironment. as measured by GDP grow1h. has neither been impressive nor 

II pi J 
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consistent. 1" The results of a recent study by the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions 

(ZCTU)13. which is represented in figure 2 below. revealed that GDP growth, for 

example decelerated from an annual average rate of 4% during the period 1985-1990 

to 0.9% during the Structural Adjustment Period (1991-1995) and 2.7% during the 

period 1996-1999. The same unimpressive results could be noticed for employment 

gro'.'.1h. 

Figure 2: GDP and Employment Growth: Period Before During and After 
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It should however be noted that while a skilled manpower can bring about growth in 

an economy, supply of skilled labour does not create its own demand. Similarly, the 

higher the level of education, the greater the requirements of complementary 

investments to ensure efficient utilisation of skills. This has not been done in adequate 

12 This Ob"CfVJtion is made wilh the n:alisalinl1 that cl:ollomic development is such a comptex phenomenon. 

,\ hich cannn! he e'plaincd h~ ilRD inilialj, es alone. 

13 !'his is the muthcr hod~ of all traUt' unions in Zimbabwe. 
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proportions. The same study by the ZCTU also revealed that investment collapsed 

from 23.4% of GOP in 1995 to 13% by 1999 (Ibid.: 24). In this regard, HC efforts 

cannot be expected to bring about quality employment in an economy with a low 

capacity for investment promotion and job creation. This therefore leaves no doubt 

that. while HE is needed to meet the rising skill demands in the economy and to 

provide adequate job prospects for the individuals "Without the discipline of a 

compe{ili1"e economic enl'ironmenr. (here is lillie reuson to expect HEls to be ~fftcient 

on their 011'11 il1itiu{il'es"(Middleton et al. 1996:98). While the above is correct and 

while there are so many impediments to gro\\th. the general conclusion about human 

capital investment and economic development is that. the availability of a highly 

educated labour force. with skills that are relevant to the needs of the labour market. 

in the presence of effective linkages between macroeconomic and HRO policies. may 

contribute to the attainment of macroeconomic goals of society.l~ 

2.9 Approaches to Human Resources Planning 

The table below gives a comparison of the three contrasted perspectives on HRP. This 

is important for the study since it also revolves around the thematic areas identified 

below. 

Table 1: Three Contrasted Approaches to Human Resources Planning 

Manpower Cost effectiveness Labour Market Analysis 
Planning Analysis/Rate of 

Return 
Financing Government led Employers and trainees Income generation by training 

pay(including training institutions 
vouchers) 

Governance Central direction and Employers and labour Industrial sectors represented 
planning;government organisations represent through industry associations, 
dominated national market forces chambers,etc 
and regional councils 

Curriculum By central government By employers with/for By training institutions in 
Development agency training institutions response to labour market 

signals; validated by industry 
sector 

Standards and Set by central agency Set by industry N/A 
Certification 

I-Hv1iJJkton C! '-11 ]l)l)X:I08 
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Training Government trainers Market-oriented trainers Ex-industry trainers; training 
Delivery delivering centrally shaping training to partnerships within industrial 

planned curriculum(no customer needs sectors between in-plant and 
industry experience off-the job trainers 
needed) 

Inspection, Government Employers checking on Sector agencies( associations) 
Monitoring inspectors checking quality and relevance of comprising trainers and 
and on delivery of training institution provision employers checking that 
Evaluation government trainees match sector needs 

curriculum 
Staffing Trainers as Trainers also marketeers, Trainers linked closely to 

government-appointed backed by marketing staff industrial sector, working in in-
technicians plant as well in training 

institutions 
Information Numbers of trainees LMI required by training Industrial sector's labour 
systems required by institutions market information required by 

government to employers and training 
compare with national Institutions 
plan 

Training Administrator-led Marketeer-led trainers Led by autonomous 
management trainers and their backed by marketing institutional managers, using 

managers are civil managers and paid by industrial liaison officers, 
servants following results institutional staffing 
government policies determined by sector 

associations , Baud, I (_00 I) 

Though HE Planning in Zimbabwe, as is the case in most developing countries, and as 

will be shown later. has elements of the three approaches, the government still 

dominates the scene. It also appears that the conventional MRA and RRA are still 

dominant planning approaches. especially in the provision of vocational and technical 

education. However. as planning techniques, these approaches have largely failed 

(Middleton, J et aI, 1996. Martin, G. 1991. McMeekin. R. W. Jr.1975). With the 

changes currently taking place in the labour market. it is those planning techniques, 

which make use of labour market signals, which seem to have gained prominence. 

While there is evidence in Zimbabwe to suggest that LMl is made use of at the initial 

planning phases of educational programs especially for university education, there is 

little or no evidence to suggest that the continued provision of the courses/programs is 

based on LMI. This explains why this study has more inclination towards labour 

market based planning models sllch as the LMA Approach and the lLO Approach, 

which is also discllssed below. 
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The illustration below shows the strong elements of the LMA Approach. 

Table 2: Do's and Don'ts in Labour Market Analysis 

Less emphasis on 

Planning 
Manpower 
Counting heads 
Firm labour surveys 
Opinion surveys 
Occupational profile 
Public sector only 
Production efficiency only 
Technical efficiency 
Output-labour relationships 
Fixed wages 
Manpower needs 
Skill specific training 
Free education/training 
Public education/training 
Filling long-term skill gaps 

More emphasis on 

Analysis/policy making 
Labour Force 
Measuring Wages 
Household surveys 
Tracer studies 
Educational Profile 
Private sector and informal sector 
Equity/Poverty 
Economic efficiency 
Cost benefit analysis 
Flexible wages 
Labour supply and demand 
Firm based training 
Cost recovery/user fees 
Private education/training 
Correcting present labour market 
distortions 

Richards P. and Amjad R (1994:17) 

The strong emphasis on the free play of market forces by the L MA is \"iewed by 

Martin Godfrey (1991) as a bit too extreme especially in situations where labour 

markets are distorted. He goes on to suggest a complementary approach to LMA; the 

ILO/Minimalist Approach. in which he argues that market forces should work jointly 

with institutions. He makes a distinction between planning for short-term and long

term courses. In his view. planning lor the former requires higher flexibility and 

responsi\"eness to the needs of the labour market and as such, should be done by those 

who run such courses. For long-term programs. Martin Godfrey proposes the 

following three main steps; 

(i) A tracer study of the graduates of the program in question to identify general 

Irends in employment. such as their destinations. The costs of the courses. 

intemal rate of return. hoth pri\'ate and social. are calculated. 
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(ii) A detailed study of the likely structural changes in the economy to identify 

sectors, which are likely to increase in relative importance. This will also 

include those branches. which do not currently exist. 

(iii) A detailed survey of the employment trends of the graduates of the programs 

under review. The data collected is used to estimate what is likely to happen to 

the rate of return of each specialisation. 

This approach produces estimates, which show current rates of return (both private 

and social) for each qualilication. the direction of change of the rate of return that will 

be expected over the planning period, and the reasons for such variations. Just like the 

LMA Approach. Godfrey·s approach has gained a lot of popularity in manpower 

planning circles because of its emphasis on the shift from traditional occupational 

classifications to educational requirements in long term planning and also because the 

role that is played by forecasting in this approach is different from the traditional 

MRA. Forecasts in Godfrey"s approach do not cover all types and levels of skills but 

are con lined to a few categories for which training needs are to be planned in advance 

(Ibid). 

It should be noted that an important prerequisite of the ILO Approach is a sound LMI 

system. This approach works best in a decentralized employment and training market 

where employers are intluential in determining the content of the education and 

training programs and where training institutions have sufficient autonomy to respond 

to the demands of the labour market. Critics of this approach have cited problems 

with the decentralized employment market in terms of mechanisms to guarantee the 

quality of education and training. They have also sighted the problems that the rate of 

return analysis has in separating recommendations for the expansion of types of 

education from those of improving the quality of different levels of education (ILO, 

1991: 7). However, it appears Godfrey takes care of these fears when he proposes that 

market forces should work together with institutions. In other words, government 

inten·ention in education and training is needed to correct and complement the 

operations of market forces. 
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2.10 Conclusion 

The message to HEIs and manpower planners from the theoretical overview is that 

attention has correctly shifted from the conwntional manpower planning approaches 

to planning approaches which make use of a range of co-ordinated labour market 

analyses that produce infom1ation needed to: guide decision and policy making; 

identify impediments to competitive labour markets: improve management and 

provision of HE and lastly determine the most appropriate roles of govemment and 

other stakeholders (Middleton et al 1996). 

The shins in employment pattems from the public service. on one hand. to the private 

sector and the informal sector on the other hand in recent years globally requires the 

roles of manpower planners to also shin accordingly (Richards P. and Amjad R 

1994). For example. this calls for a review of the educational programs and methods 

of teaching to make them more responsive to market demand and also adequately 

prepare students for the growing opportunities for self-employment. 
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CHAPTER THREE (3) 
Framework of Higher Education in Zimbabwe and The Graduate 

Labour Market 

3.1 Introduction 

"/n Zimbabll'e. allr Sl/ccess in the area a/quality and 
rele\'ance (of education) has not been of 
comparablf:! magnilllde ... ll'e still hm'e to inter
relate our education and training more closely /0 

the l1'orld of work" President of Zimbabwe. ede 
R.C Mugabe 15 

This chapter gives an overview of the HE system in Zimbabwe. This is done in order 

to familiarise the reader(s) with the institutional setup of Zimbabwe's HE system. 

This chapter also outlines the shortcomings of the system that have been identified in 

the available literature as well as past researches and a brief analysis of the graduate 

labour market in Zimbabwe. 

3.2 Institutional Framework for Higher Education in Zimbabwe 

The present system of education in Zimbabwe is under three Ministries as follows: 

• Primary and Secondary Education - Ministry of Education, Sport and Culture 

• Vocational Education- Ministry of Youth, Development. Gender and 

Employment Creation 

• Higher Education - Ministry of Higher Education, Science and Technology!b 

Five different levels of HEls, as ShOV.ll below can be identified namely: 

Universities 

Polytechnics 

Technical Colleges 

Teacher's Colleges and 

Vocational Training Colleges. 

15 As quokJ in Int~rnational Foundation For [ducation \\'ith Production (J 990: 5) 

H, \Vhile there are some traditional VTes. \\:hich are under the MOHET, the current \\ ave of refonlls in 
functions of Ministries has set!1l the newly established twenty VTCs being put under the MYDGEC. 
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Figure 3: Set up of Higher Education in Zimbabwe 

MIN OF HIGHER ZIMDEF 
EDUCA TION, SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY 

Various sources put together by author. 

It is not the intention here to give a critique of the three buffer mechanisms! 7 cited in 

the above diagram, namely; NCFHE. NAMACO, ZIMDEF. author.!8 However. it is 

imp011ant to note that the main criticisms that have been leveled against them is that 

they suffer largely from lack of autonomy and ownership of decisions and 

recommendations made. especially with regard to the distribution of resources. Before 

a person is appointed to any of the councils. the Minister consults with the President 

of the country on the desirability of the nomination. The powers to suspend, fire, and 

disqualify a council member are vested in the Minister. While NAMACO, for 

example. is a tripartite body and draws representatives from various stakeholders. it 

\7 In relation to I IE. huffer mechanisms n:ft:r to statuto!") hlldies that an: estahlished to assist and complement 

g(}\ ('rtlllll:nt in the management and control of IIUs ( I"FOIIl::S. 2UOO:53). 

I S ~\ lktaikd description of the functions 0fthcse bodies is contained in the \"urious Acts cited in the slud~. 
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only senes in an advisory capacity. To be effective. these bodies require full 

autonomy in decision-making and the allocation of resources. 

Criticisms have also been leveled against the ZlMDEF for misappropriation and 

misallocation of financial resources. Employers and training providers cite 

bureaucracy in obtaining rebates on funds spent on training and industrial attachment. 

A closer look of the balance sheet published in the ZlMDEF Bulletin issue of January 

1999:3 shows that more financial resources are spent on administration. building 

projects. student hostels. warden flats and other unrelated expenses. and less on the 

core business of industrial training. 

3.3 University Education in Zimbabwe 

The major concern with Zimbabwe's university education has been the oversupply of 

graduates in the arts and humanities. whilst other professions are undersupplied. The 

types of degrees offered coupled with the depressed macroeconomic environment has 

been blamed for the employment problems faced by many of its graduates. The 

problem is compounded by the fact that the educational output over-run the absorptive 

capacity of the economy and that the numbers of qualified staft'has not kept pace with 

the increases in enrolments. There has not been adequate effort to influence 

enrollment patterns to rellect local skill requirements. Graduate output patterns from 

the UZ in Table 1 can be used to demonstrate this point. 19 

19 rhl..' {,Ihtl: ~IH)\\s that 1110,,1 of the graduates arc from S()ciai Studies. and a." \\ill he dl..'tnOn"tf<lll'd bter. this i~ 

\\ here the greatest mis1llah,.'hl''' an: found. 
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Table 3: University of Zimbabwe: Graduate Output: 1985-1997(':10) 

[FACULTY/ YEAR]T98Q;1987 li1989 -:JiI991 111993 1'1995 t1997 

I~griculture lGJDDGJDDf",,: =4==11 

I~rts IGJGJGJGJGJGJ~i =16==11 

II icommerceand Law WI I~ ]GJGJGJDI 
1====11 

I!EducatiOn(BED) GJ~DGJ~~i 26 

I~ngineering IGJDGJDGJDGJ 

II"'"~=-e;;"~I=C=in=e "';;""=~li:=~1 -I~-JGJI 10]1 9 IDGJ 

Iiscience ~~DGJGJGJGJGJ 
II~is=o=ci=a=1 S='t=ud=i=es=' ==l!!=2=8=li-~~----I--~- 118 GJI 21-]c;] 

!:,-~=ot=al=-===~I,i=IO=O-d1CJ"",. 100 100 100 CJCJCJ 
"Source: 00 calculated from Second FIVe Year NatIOnal Development Plan, 1991-1995. 1991.p75 (for 
1985, 1987 and 1989). 
"University of Zimbabwe Student Affairs Office for 199 L 1993 and 1995 figures. 

The disturbing feature is that the "real" people who are supposed to pIOneer 

production and to champion the cause of technological innovation in industry are not 

there, are inappropriately trained, or are not being produced in adequate numbers. For 

example, the production of industrial technologists for the manufacturing industry still 

lags behind, yet Zimbabwe has a wide assortment of natural resources, which could 

easily be transformed into finished products (NAMACO 1997). 

Recently there has been a proliferation of universities in Zimbabwe. These are 

believed to be biased towards academic qualifications, at the expense of technical and 

practical skills.20 On one hand, with the limited resources, the proliferation of 

20 l!lten il.'\\.-. (e). (d) anJ (11). 
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universities seems to be an inappropriate strategy. On the other hand. while 

welcoming the benetits of recruiting from a larger pool of graduates. employers are 

concerned that increased entry into university education results in a lower standard of 

knowledge and no real increase in the transferable skills that they value so highly.21 

This is a disturbing feature. especially taking into consideration that it is actually 

people with technical skills who are needed on the labour market to interpret and 

easily adapt to the technological changes. 

The automatic admission policy into university has been abused and this has actually 

resulted in slack admission procedures. which saw students of low calibre being 

admitted into the universities. There is no doubt that the low entry standards have 

resulted in enrolment of poor quality students and the general weakening of the 

market value of the degrees awarded. 

While a distinction is made between university graduates and graduates from other 

HEls, and while the importance of university education is acknowledged, it appears 

that the paradox that needs to be resolved by education planners and policy makers is 

" ... \I'hether the Iwtion can aUhrd the lu.nll)' of universities Irho produce graduates 

who are not IJ'()rk ready. and seem incapahle of making any measurable contribution 

to the del'l!lopment o/the coul1try without undergoing additional cosIly training,,22 

In an exclusive interview with Mr. Edward Cook of Cooks Employment Agency, he 

pointed out that: "We probably have jive times more graduates ji-om Universities Ihat 

we call success/idly employ and il is aClually Ihe artisan trained engineer that holds 

thefiilure oj'Zimhahll'e in his hands"21 Mr. Cook felt that the artisan who has been 

exposed to 'hands on training' and knew his way around the shop floor is ten times 

more productive than a graduate fresh out of a university lecture room. He pointed out 

that the latter would need at least eighteen months to become fully productive. Mr, 

11 As in footnote 21. 

22 The N7iramil:--ang<J Ih'port. 1999:-19-1 

2J Inkrdr.:\\ (Ill. It \\a:-. karnt during the inkr\'il'" thaI Mr. Cook was at one time hca\'il~ invoked in carct:r talks 

on a pan time and volunteer hasis \\'i1h students in high schools and HEls. 
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Cook felt that while degreed persons were needed in the economy, the current ratios 

of degreed persons to technically trained persons was wrong, In his opinion, the 

Z$ 360m used to construct NUST could haye built six polytechnics, 

The need to transform all uniwrsity programs to include compulsory industrial 

attachment as a way of bridging the work and classroom gap has been underscored in 

various fora, Only two universities have programs with an industrial attachment 

component, that is: NUST and the recently established Midlands State University, 

whose results are yet to be seen, 

3,4 Vocational and Technical Education in Zimbabwe 

This covers programs of study and training in technical and other applied lields that 

provide basic and specialized career or work-related skills, In Zimbabwe, this is 

pro\'ided within the framework of the National Manpower Development Act of 1984 

(as amended in 1994 and revised in 1996) and the ZIMDEF Act (1991). 

The MOHET accredits courses olTered in VTCs. and reviews the curriculum after 

every five years. According to The Nziramasanga Report (p419). "Ihe organi::alion 

and l1/(/nagemel1f of r 'ocalional and Technical Edllcalion and Training (is) l'crceil'ed 

hy slakeholdcrs as rigid. hllreallcralic. cenlrali::ed and nol rele\'anl 10 Ihe changing 

demands alld IIceds of Ihe ecollomy" There is no clear-cut route for progression from 

a vocational or technical college to university, This lack of synchronization of 

diploma qualifications with university courses has tended to limit the general 

attractiveness of vocational and technical education to the young people who fail to 

get direct entry into university. 

In a desperate moye to deal with the increasing numbers of school leavers who could 

not be absorbed into the labour market and the existing HEls, the government, 

through the MOHET. embarked on a mission to establish twenty VTCs throughout 

the country in 1998. The project was howeyer "high jacked" by the MYDGEC in 
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2000. The VTCs that haye been established so far are suffering from lack of 

equipment. qualified instructors and lack of proper management. 

The Nziramasanga headed Commission noted that the linkages between industry and 

yocational and technical colleges were weak in terms of: 

• Defining the skills demand of occupations 

• Determining the most appropriate technologies to be taught 

• Impacting work ethics, including time keeping and team work and 

• Flexibility of curricula content to cater for the changing needs of industry 

• Little applied research in technical colleges 

There is generally a lack of entrepreneurial culture among the graduates from these 

VTCs. It is surprising that even if they are vocationally trained. these graduates still 

lacked the entrepreneurial urge and most of them still had the white-collar job 

mentality and often refused to do certain manual tasks. Out of the numerous VTCs. 

\Cry few cater for the needs of the infomlal sector. 

3.5 The Graduate Labour Market 

It should be noted that mismatches between demand and supply on the labour market 

do not necessarily lead to automatic unemployment in the case of excess supply or to 

untilled yacancies in the case of supply shortages (Wieling M and Borghans L 

1995:p I ). The other indicators could be anyone or more of the following; 

Table 4: Indicators of Mismatches 

Shortages Surpluses 

-Retention of expatriates -Extended periods of job search 

-Escalating wage rates -Falling wages 

-Overemphasis on extra qualifications 

-·0 , 
Adopted from Hinchliffe K 188)._0-2, 
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The above observation can be confirmed by the following statistics on graduate 

employment collected during the 1999 Labour Force Surve/4
; 

Table 5: Currently Employed and Unemployed Population by Level of 
Education 

r COMPLETED LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
I Diploma/Certificate after 
I 

! 
I II --.J Secondary 

I Degreed/ Post Graduate 

.J 

II Male II 184018 JL 43029 I .• 

:1 Female JI 138023 JL 19497 ; 
.. - --

i! Total 
I! I[ 

, 
! , 

322041 62536 I , 
~-- . . 

I Em~loved i 
! 

;[ Male I 165 395 II 39690 I 
! 'l£emale L 100832 ..JL 15840 

- . . _. .. -..---J 

eo
tal t I[ 266227 55530 

-_ .. ~.-. 

I Unem~loyed 

,I Male ----.--JI 7866 L 1069 _. 

il Female J[ 6441 i[ I 270 
. - ... _ .. -

eo
taI

. JI j[ 14307 2339 
. . .. . 

1999 Indicator Monitoring Labour Force Survey 

From the above table. out of a total of 322 041 graduates contacted during the Survey. 

with post secondary education (excluding university). 83% were found to be in 

employment. 2
; Similarly. out of 62 536 graduates with first degrees and higher 

qualifications. 89% were found to be in employment. This left a very insignificant 

number out of employment; 4% and 3.7% respectively. In the absence of any other 

information it could be assumed that. the graduates that could not be accounted for in 

24 12 ..J63 hou<;t."holds \\l'n: inlcn it'\\ed (lut ofahout 2Arnillion hou.;;t."hokls in Zimhatml' at that time (('SO)_ 

15 ["ih~ situation is Illl\\ e\ LT not a~ rosy as it arrears hr.:rc. t."spt."ciall~ for the ne\\' entrants. 
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the table, that is: the 13% from the first column and the 8% from the second column 

could have been still in college or are disgruntled job- seekers who were not part of 

the labour force at the time of the survey. 

3.6 Conclusion 

It should however be noted that identifying shortages and surpluses for specific 

manpower categories is not a simple exercise. For example. open unemployment and 

extended periods of job search for the graduates may not be truly indicative of 

surpluses and neither is the absence of rising wages conclusive enough to explain that 

shortages do not exist. For example. a poorly functioning labour market could result 

in extended periods of job search. Rising or falling wage rates could be useful 

indicators of mismatches only in situations where labour markets are allowed to set 

these rates (HinchlifTe K 1885). 

This points at the need to develop altemative indicators that can be used to measure 

the success of liE in meeting the demands of the labour market. These and other 

issues arc discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR (4) 
Analysis of The Higher Education-Labour Market Relationship 

in Zimbabwe 

4.1 Introduction 

"Good informatiof1 is. a/ways the prerequisite of 
good rImming "(.Harlin Godfrey "~,, 

It is not within the scope of this study to analyse structural problems and policy 

deficiencies. which have contributed to economic decline in Zimbabwe. However. it 

should be spelt out that the worsening economic performance of the country. 

characterized by company closures. low investor confidence. erosion of wages, and its 

influence on the organizations' manpower structures has compounded to the 

difficulties in hiring new graduates. The tinancial stress in industry and the daily 

retrenchments in both private and public sectors of the economy is forcing graduates 

from the country' s HEls to continue to suffer from extended periods of 

unemployment on one hand and underemployment on the other hand. It becomes 

increasingly dimcult to justify new recruitments when existing staff are being laid off. 

This makes the problem a bit complex. and leaves one to wonder whether it should be 

treated as an educational or employment problem or both. 

Therefore. in a bid to improve the relevance of HE to the needs of the labour market, 

educational planners must not overlook the importance of the macroeconomic 

environment and the signals it provides that guide investment in human capital. 

4.2 Expectations versus Output from Higher Education 

Most employers often look for two different sets of skills in the graduates. that is; 

specialist skills, which are of direct relevance to the job, and more general social. 

personal and intellectual skills of a transferable kind, which are generally seen to 

make graduates employable and promotable at the work place (Brennan, J.L et al 

~6111 Richard. P and Amjad R( I 99-L ..j.H) 
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1993). For example. an engineering graduate is expected to have a fair knowledge of 

fundamental business principles such as economics. accounting, business law and 

other facets of commerce. apart from his/her specialisation27 

The following advert for job opemngs will help In the analysis of what employers 

look for in potential employees. 

Table 6: What Employers Look For in Potential Job Incumbents? 

Position Age Academic Professional Minimum Characteristics 
Qualifications Qualifications Relevant 

experience 
General . - Business Studies 30years -\Vell seasoned marketer 
Manager Degree or equivalent -Able to deal with people 

-Mature person 
-Good PR 
-Able to handle pressure 

Group - - Social Science Degree 5years -Extensive experience in 
Training Training Qualification equivalent in training. organizational 
manager position development 

and implementing cultural i 
change 
-Understands business J 

Book keeper - - Diploma in Accounting 8years -

! Systems 
Production 30- :2 A' Levels Degree m Mechanical 3Years -Strong Managerial and Planning 
Manager 40years Engineering skills 

-Working knm .. :ledge of 
fabrication 
-Experience In the production 
process 
-Auditing Experience 

-HND m -Good Communication skills 

Finance 
Accounting/Business -Sound kno\\ ledge of financial 

Officer 
- - Studies - accounting laws 

-ZAA T Diploma or Part -Computer literacy 
DCIS -Knowledge of relevant 

government Accounting laws 
-ZIMDEF Bulletm. Ma) 1999.p) 

While the employee's age and academic qualifications are important. an analysis of 

the information presented in the table above reveals that employers place special 

emphasis on professional qualifications, specified minimum periods of work 

experience and other personal attributes of the potential job incumbents. Does this 

therefore mean that employers' complaints about skills shortages appear to generally 

27 Inkn it::\\ Ij) 
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refer to the shortage of people who do not have a combination of specitic 

requirements for vacant postsry Do we not run the risk of unfairly blaming HEIs for 

the employability problems faced by graduates? For example. while HEIs can 

intluence the academic and professional qualitications of the individual, they often do 

not have intluence over the individual's age, personality or work experience, the 

latter. which takes so many years to come after the individual has since left college. 

However. holding the nonschool factors. which are important in the employability of 

an individuaL constant, it is the responsibility of HEls to ensure that theory is linked 

with practice. The development of employable skills is a direct result of efforts to link 

curricula to the world of work through various initiatives such as, industrial 

attachment inplant exposures. practical training. career guidance and counseling. etc. 

for the students. 

In an interview with Mr. James Jowa, of Zimbabwe National Chamber of Commerce 

(ZNCC). he expressed concern that there is still a lot of rote learning in HEIs, which 

affects the acquisition of knowledge, selt:sut1iciency. initiative, independence, verbal 

communication skills and confidence of the graduates28 This observation was also 

confirmed by Mr. Mufukare of the Employers' Confederation Of Zimbabwe 

(EMCOZ). who pointed out that because of lack of practical training. most employers 

perceived graduates from HEls. especially universities. to be generally book-oriented, 

attuned more to solving textbook rather than practical problems2Q This was not to be 

looked at as a problem of the students but of the education system; the majority of the 

instructors and lecturers were taught through this way. The problem is further 

compounded by the lack of industrial experience for the teaching personneL who are 

often found wanting when it comes to balancing theory and practice. 

2X Intcr\'it:\\- (d) 
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It is often argued that apart from specialized courses or fields such as engineering, 

law, medicine, computers or education, what most students learn in HEIs turns out to 

be very different and not directly related to the work they eventually do, It is also 

argued that the "physics teaching is not always related to the physics applied in 

industl)" and chemistry "'aching may not ahl'll)'s be (/\\'{/re o{the chemical processes 

applied in induslly"(Bergen. J.T Jr. and Disasa. J. 2001). As a result, when the 

students finish college, they find themselves increasingly faced with a challenge of 

possessing skills/qualifications with no value on the labour market. 

A lot of emphasis is placed on passing examinations rather than acquiring knowledge. 

It should be noted that a system of education that is too theoretical and examination 

oriented does not promote and foster in the student the development of talent, 

personal qualities and capabilities like initiative. independence, selj~confidence. and 

the ability to deal with others. The education system needs to foster greater 

participative and interactive learning and the one-way communication process 

between the lecturer and the student should be done away with. 

At this point, it might not be premature to conclude that there seems to be a 

methodological problem with regards to the mismatches between supply and demand 

on the labour market. While. HEls and possibly the students are more concerned 

about academic qualifications. for employers, professional qualifications seem to 

matter most. This is a serious problem that requires the joint effort of the concerned 

parties to address. 

4.3 Where do the Graduates Go after Graduation? 

"The extent to II'hich HE makes students more emplo)'ah/e in the lahour market is 

obriously and legitimately a matter of great concern to g01'ernments, institutions, and 

the students Ihemselres"(Cave M et al 1988:70). When HE increasingly lends the 

graduates into employment. such a market signal is likely to be interpreted as 

evidence of the success of the system (Nijhof W.J, and Brandsma, J. (999). For 

example. by merely looking at the figures in Table 5 in the previous chapter. one 
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would think that graduates in Zimbabwe are doing quite well. However, the statistics 

are not enough to provide useful indicators about the quality of employment and the 

liE system. More information would be needed from appropriate tracer studies to 

comfortably reach such a conclusion: 

• Where are these graduates employed" 

• Are they able to apply the skills acquired in employment? 

• Are employers happy about the performance of these graduates? 

• Is the numbers of the graduates enough to meet the skill needs of the economy" 

• What is the rate of return for these graduates? 

Finding answers to these questions would at least give some indication about whether 

the education system is serving the needs of the labour market or not. For example, 

concentration of graduates in one profession could represent an oversupply of skills in 

that area. It could also represent lack of demand for their skills in other areas. More 

importantly, it could mean that these graduates have weak skills and cannot stand the 

competition in other sectors of the labour market. As a result, they end up 

concentrated in areas. which for example: might have easy entry and a low rate of 

return. A remote possibility could be because of attractive remuneration packages. 

pleasant working conditions. and good career prospects. 

In Zimbabwe. such market signals concerning occupational practices and qualification 

demands have not been used because of a number of reasons. There is generally a lack 

of properly designed mechanisms to collect such inforn1ation. There is lack of a clear 

mandate on who should collect what information. that is: HEls, Ministry of Labour, 

MOllET or the CSO:'O The absence of a clear mandate and co-ordination with regard 

to collection. analysis and dissemination of such important information can be seen 

here. This has tended to weaken educational policy decisions, as they are based on not 

so reliable inforn1ation. 

Let us now take a closer look at Table 7 below: 
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Table 7: Graduates Employed by Category/Occupation 1999 

Occupation 
Diploma/certificate after 

Graduate/Post graduate (%1) 
secondal) school (~'o) 

Govemment officials of special 0.1 0.4 
interest groups 
Machine operators 2.7 1.7 

Directors. Managers and Company 5.9 19.9 
Secretaries 
Natural Sciences 0.0 0.9 

Business and Finance 6.9 9.7 

Engineers and Technicians 2.1 7.6 

Life Science Professionals 6.9 6.5 

Education 32.1 31.6 

Law and Security 1.9 4.7 

Archivists. Librarians and related 0.2 0.0 
professionals 
Social Science 0.0 1.0 

Artists 0.5 I.l 

Religion 0.1 0.6 

Adm in istrative and Associated 
3.5 3.6 

Professionals 
Clerks and Secretaries 10.0 3.0 

Transport 1.9 0.0 

Sen ices 4.8 1.9 

Agriculture 3.3 2.1 

Mining and Construction 4.2 0.0 

Mechanics 5.9 1.6 

Manufacturing 6.8 1.9 

Total lOa 100 

1999 Indicator MOllltonng Labour Force Survey. p65 

30"' his obs-=r\"~ltion is maJl,.' keeping in mind thai it is the g(l\'l~rnmcnt that I.:ontrols thc tinandul rcsourl.:cs and has 

the on,'rJI] sa~ in thl.: JllOl:alion ofthcsl.: re~ourl'es. 
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For Zimbabwe. agriculture. manufacturing and servIces are the mainstay of the 

economy. It has been pointed out already that highly educated people play a 

signiticant role in industry in terms of identifying new technologies. transferring 

knowledge to the less educated. easy adaptation to new technologies etc. Surprisingly. 

as shown in the table above. the wry same graduates are underrepresented in these 

sectors and one wonders whether it would be possible for new technologies to be 

identitied in such professions as teaching. which absorbs the largest number of the 

graduates 3
! 

F or the graduates who have non-university qualitications. the largest number (10%) is 

represented in the clerical and secretarial fields. as shown in the table above. These 

are mainly routine jobs. which do not require any special skills. In the public sector. 

such jobs are the entry-level jobs. In the private sector. they are among the most lowly 

paid. With the current changes taking place in work organization and manufacturing 

strategies. which are forcing timls to streamline their operations and focus on core 

businesses. clerks and secretaries are more at risk of being made redundant than any 

other profession. 

The teaching field is one area where skill mismatches can easily be noticed and 

explained. It is a common phenomenon in Zimbabwe to find graduates teaching 

subjects not related to what they studied at college/university. Those graduates who 

make it to the top (for example, the 19.9% from Table 7 above) are usually the very 

few lucky ones who are able to demonstrate to employers that they can do much more 

than what the jobs requires. the at11uent and well connected. and those who are able to 

acquire extra courses to complement what they already have32 

J 1 The argument here is. if the goyt:mment \\ants more teachers. why then produce more graduates with 

engineering and pol ilies and administration degrees. or simply graduate~ \\ ith more relevance to indust!"} than 

education. 11 hecome." n:all:- \\orri,Somc if these graduates end up in professions where they cannot fully utilize 

their skills. 

32 It is a common fC<llUrc in Zimhahwe to find a graduate \\ho has done Accounting at degree level. for c:\ample. 

pr{lct'cding 10 do CIS. \\hich is reg.arded as an cquhaknt of the former. This is an obvious waste of resources. but 

1110st important I: suggest that something l:ould he \Hong about the /\l:l:(lunting dcgn:t: rt:garding ih abilit: to meet 

the ne('ds of Ihe emplo> ers. 
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Responding to the question why. graduates compete to acquire such extra 

qualifications. which in some instances are below or equivalent to what they already 

have. Mr. Makoni. of the Association of Personnel Consultants33
• pointed out that. the 

dimculties faced by the graduates in obtaining employment in the fonnal sector was 

the main reason why these graduates loaded themselves with extra qualifications as a 

strategy to reduce their time in the labour queue. Most employers seem to have 

endorsed this. as such graduates are more preferred to those with straight 

degrees/diplomas. 

In 1997. NAMACO conducted a manpower needs survey and recorded the following 
results on the reasons for skills shortages for the occupations listed below. 

Table 8: Reasons for Skills Shortages: 

" , 

Ji ,occupations Reasons (%) 

I 'INo local fnadequate New 
~ 

Brain drain I;Other , 

Jraining local training technology I 
I 
I 

,Management I[ 13 II 32 II 29 Ii 2a Ii 38 I 
, 

II 
, 

II II Ii II I ,Engineers 21 6 23 33 31 
'Mechanics II 4 I! 21 II 13 Ii 33 II 8 I 
:SUrveyors Ii 21 Ii 13 II 6 Ii a Ii 8 
~ccountants II a II 9 II 19 Ii a I! 8 
:Chefs Ii 13 If 11 II 3 ',I a II 8 
:Electronic i 

nn 

II IGJi Ii II :Technicians ! a 6 13 a 
~ctuaries Ii 13 Ii a I 6 a Ii a I 
f.rchitects Ii 17 II 2 a ! a II a II 
Irotal 11100 n II 100 100 

, 
100 Ii 100 I , 

NAMACO 1997.26 

Inadequacy and absence of local training were the main reasons cited by employers 

for skill shortages (Ibid.). This can easily be corrected through intervention policies 

and programs in HE. Brain drains occur mainly because of frustrations and the search 

for greener pastures on the part of the graduates. The introduction of new technologies 

33 IntL'n ie\\ (j) 
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and the changes in employment patterns as a result of market liberalization has also 

had it portion in rendering certain skills obsolete. 

4.3.1 Graduate First Destinations Surveys 

The information that is available on output indicators is limited. and probably 

outdated. but this information is both compelling and disturbing. and points strongly 

at deteriorating quality and standards in HE. For example. in 1994. the UZ. 

the country's largest and only producing university then. made a second 

attempt at tracer studies after 1993 and sun' eyed a total of 761 graduates from a total 

of 1812 who had completed their studies in 1993. The following results were 

obtained: 

Table 9: 1993 Graduates First Destinations: Job in Line with Degree by 
Faculty (Period between Nov 1993 and July 1994) . 

!F:CUlty 

.. 

~LYes 
JI 

No 
I 

Did not 
Total 

indicate 
.. _ .. - .--

~griculture II 5 II 21 I 4 30 

/Arts I 158 3 6 167 I 
ICommerce i 55 33 31 119 I 
iEngineering J 54 16 34 104 I 
~aw II 24 ~ 0 I 2S I 
IMedicine II 20 I 0 0 20 I 
IScience II 40 II 47 II 17 JL 104 J 
:iSocml StudICs !L27 IL 120 JI 25 ~I 172 

i~' el Science II 20 II o II o II 20 

IITotal JI 403 II 240 II 118 II 761 
"Report on Destinations of the 1993 Graduates", July 1994:5 

From the above table. it can be noted that while 16% did not indicate what they were 

doing. 31 % of the graduates indicated that they had jobs not in line with their 

qualifications. While 53% indicated that they had jobs in line with what they studied. 

the majority (39%) were from the faculty of Arts. which is basically a teaching 

f~lculty. Social Studies. which houses the following programs; Economics. Politics 

and Administration. Psychology and Sociology had the greatest number of graduates 
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who were in johs not in line with their qualifications. The same "Graduate 

Destinations Survey" indicated that the majority of the students from the Faculty of 

Social Studies "ere overrepresented in the teaching field and very few were in the 

private sector. parastatals and none where in NGOs. These results are shown helow. 

Table 10: Faculty of Social Studies: 1993 Graduate First Destinations 
(Period between Nov 1993 and July 1994) . 

r;: . 

; PROGRAM 
i!Economics JpSYChology IISociology 

, 
'PolAdmin i trotal 

,.~. . ---' 

[Total No 
oil I[ iL II 17~ 

, 
i 

graduates 125 33 73 , 410 , 
Known i [ L. J 25 II I Destinations 62 20 65 

\ 

172 
Unknown 

'I il II II I Desti~ations 63 13 48 114 238 

:1 1. j 12~L i 
I ::r~aching 43 9 49 I 113 

.. . - -.---! I • 

I 
Government :1 0 il 2 II 0 II 0 I 2 

L J[ il .JI I , Parastatals 2 0 0 1 , 3 

Private Sector II 6 II 4 II 3 II 0 I 13 

bther .. IL 2 j[ 0 II 0 JL 0 J 2 
. -- .. .. -- ... -

Unemployed IL 7 :[ 5 II 5 I 15 32 

NGO J[ 0 ~I 0 II 0 I 0 0 
... --
Self 

II il II I Employment 0 0 1 0 1 

post Grad. -.J 2 1 0 [ 4 II 0 I 6 ... .... _--
.. , .. 

Report on Destinations of the 199) Graduates. Jul) 1994.4·6 

Out of the 172 graduates (which is 42% of year 1993 social studies graduates) who 

responded to the questionnaire, 66% of the graduates were in the teaching field, only 

8% were in the private sector and about 19% were unemployed. nine months after 

lea\'ing uni\'ersity. 

An important qualification has to be made here: if a graduate ends up in an area for 

\vhieh he/she has not originally specialised. for example: a doctor becoming a 

business person. an engineer becoming a manager or a successful famler, or 

somebody \\ith a teaching qualification becoming a full time company director. this 
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should not necessarily be taken to represent mismatches between labour supply and 

demand. This is because individuals make choices on which sectors of the economy to 

join depending on their preferences. rate of return and other considerations. This is the 

theoretical assumption of the rate of return approach 3
.! However, from the point of 

view of the state, this situation represents a waste of resources. In economic terms, 

these qualitative mismatches result in what can be termed allocative inefficiency. It is 

important to note that while people have choices and employment aspirations, these 

are often constrained by the available job opportunities and for which they are 

considered suitable. As has been noted in section 4.2. employers increasingly look for 

individuals who have some amount of knowledge or relevant educational background 

for any job in question. The reality of the situation in Zimbabwe is that employment is 

increasingly becoming dit1icult to find in most fields of specialisation. The graduates 

are increasingly lorced to take employment in areas lor which they are not originally 

trained not by choice but by circumstance. Therefore. the "No" responses in Table 9 

should be interpreted as cases of mismatches between supply and demand of/for 

educated labour. 

4.3.2 Critique of Graduate Destinations Surveys 

There is often a very high rate of job change in the first two to three years after 

graduation. Batenburg and deWitte (2001 :p75) argue that the use of first destinations 

to imply anything more than first destinations is often misleading and extremely 

dangerous. They go on to argue that unemployment and underemployment of 

graduates in the early years alier graduation are just examples of short-term scenarios 

at the beginning of their occupational careers and that the statistics on graduate 

destinations do not capture long-term employment prospects or the market value of 

employment. 

3-l rh!.: in;jhilit~ ofthL' RRA to pro\'id~ for a nalanl't.' h .. tw~~n indi\ idual choices and state d](lices after an 

.. uUI.:alional in\"cstllll'llt has ht:cn maul' can ht.' noticed here. 
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High unemployment rates and underutilization of skills may result from too short job 

search periods. It might also be difficult to make sense from the graduate destinations. 

especially in periods characterized by turbulence in the macroeconomic environment. 

Hmvever. Cave. M et al (1988:120) poses a vcry important and serious question for 

consideration: "Why SlOp at institutions:'"' Information and statistics on graduate 

destinations collected at institutional level would need to be complemented by 

periodic surveys conducted at national level on. for example: educational 

backgrounds of those working in specific occupations, relationship between 

qualifications and their utilization at the workplace. etc.3
; Such information provides 

an understanding of the extent to which jobs or occupations for which a specific 

educational program trains are also covered by other educational or training programs 

and makes it possible for qualitative mismatches between skills and jobs to be 

identified and corrected. 

In the case of Singapore, the government. through the Council for Professional and 

Technical Education (CPTE) conducts yearly graduate employment surveys in order 

to determine the demand and supply of skilled labour. The CPTE operates a 

manpower database and is responsible for designing information programs on career 

prospects and future manpower needs. among other functions. Through a consultative 

approach involving organised labour and employers. the CPTE ensures that 

.. .r(,"'\"(//It lIIarket signals ari! taken illlo consideration .fiJI' its lIIanpm!"er planning 

proieclions and training initiatires" (Sclvaratnam V. 1994: 21). 

The Capacity Development Division of the Economic Development Board (EDB) of 

Singapore ..... continuously monitors the training programs and assesses the 

performance o{the graduates at their lI'orkplaces to ascertain whether the programs 

are produced in a timely manner and are relewlI1t and adequate to meet indus/I)' 

need.,"(Ibid: p20). 

J:'i "I hi:- is the kind ufmcso-lllir.:ro k\cl intcncntion. whidl ("an help to make L~1l a u<;cfu] ;]nd informative tool 

tix dcci"i{m making. 
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4.4 Labour Market Information and HEIs 

Policy decisions in the field of HE cannot be based on limited infonnation. It is 

therefore of paramount importance for HEls to be able to interpret and balance 

employer requirements in the curricula and also to communicate this infonnation to 

students. parents and concerned stakeholders. This can easilr be possible if there is an 

efficient and coherent LMI system. 

LMI can help HEls to understand the nature of supply and demand for labour and 

skills (Maginn A and Dench. 2000:4). The most significant use of LMI is to infonn 

HEls about the demands of employers so that they can easily be factored into the 

curricula. In addition. LMI is important in that it provides useful infonnation and 

indicators on potential areas of increases in demand for skills for both now and the 

future. This makes it possible for .•... inrestment in education and training thaI goes 

beyond the immediate or knOll'll requirements of the lahour markd'(Ibid: 5). In the 

absence of reliable LMI, policy decisions are made on an uninfonned basis and are 

usually risky. There is increasing need on the part of HEls to be able to demonstrate 

that market demand has int1uenced the provision of courses or programs. 

However. while adequate structures for LMI are in place. it is disturbing to note that 

LMI is still sketchy and so uncoordinated. rendering the fonnulation and evaluation of 

policies and programs that have a labour market bearing difficult. Applied research 

and analysis of the labour market situation in Zimbabwe is underdeveloped and often 

times based on individual initiatives. There are generally weak structural mechanisms 

to link movements in the labour market with policy practice. The absence of a 

coherent labour market system in Zimbabwe has resulted in a general lack of 

understanding of the functioning of the labour market. What is surprising and also 

cause for concern is that there is a lot of duplication and hardly any infonnation 

sharing. For example, when NAMACO conducted the National Manpower Needs 

Survey in 1997. similar surveys had been conducted within the last two (2) years by 
'6 the I'vl0HFT. CSO. ILO/SAMAT and NUST (NAMACO. 1997:4).' The boredom 

36 I;, "'I;.bod~ \\ants tu be.: s"'l..'n to hr.: doing something. 
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and monotony that respondents are exposed to by having to respond to the same 

questions is obvious here. There is therefore a strong need to efTectively co-ordinate 

labour market research not only as a way to discourage duplication and disruption of 

productivity in industry during data collection. but also as a way to promote effective 

coordination of infomlation. 

4.5 The Relationship Between The State. the Private Sector and HErs 

One of the major issues surrounding the debate on HE reform is determining the most 

appropriate roles of the government and other stakeholders. As has been shown in 

Chapter three. Zimbabwe' s HE systern is largely state controlled. There is no agreed 

framework of co-operation between HEIs and industry. The development plans from 

1982 to present seem to have failed to adequately address this issue. For example. a 

number of development strategies are mentioned in the Second Five Year 

Development Plan 1991-1995 (76-77. 80-81) with regard to HRD. The following 

phrases are used: 

"Grealer cOll1l11illllenl hy indll~IIY and employers 10 indus II)' l1'ill he 

del'e1oped .. 

"Co-operation helll'een GOl'ernlllel1l and Ihe prirale sec/or in manpOll'er 

Iraining 1I"i11 he enhance"" (p80). 

While there is no shortage of analysis of what ought to be done. how to achieve the 

objectives is often left unspecified. There is often no clear specification on the roles 

and responsibilities of each stakeholder. The main question that needs to be addressed 

which is the crux of the matter is how to achieve the objectives (how to implement)? 

Probably this is asking for too much detail. but this question has remained 

unanswered even in the specific strategic plans of the various concerned government 

ministries. Without closing this gap. the educational reform strategy remains an 

el usi ve concept. 

Too much involvement of government in the affairs of IIEIs tends to politicize liE. 

widens the possibilities of corruption and nepotism in areas of resource allocation. 

staff recruitment and student enrolment. More seriously. it tends to discourage the 
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support of the pri\'ate sector in terms of donations. management. support for research 

acti\'ities and attachment of students, This is especially so in circumstances when the 

government loses favour and confidence of the private sector and the populace, To 

borrow trom the TFOHES (2000:63): .. the tendency of politicial7S to intervene in 

higher eduClltion I~fi many illstitutiol7S hostage to factional policies, with decisions on 

sflIdent selection, faculty appointments and promotion.\', curriculum design, and 

similar malleI'S heing made on political grounds rather than on merit," As much as 

possible. and for purposes of continuity. HEIs should be immune from political 

manipulation, This will enable them to properly function and compete with each 

other. and to make decisions on leadership. programs. enrolments. research projects. 

etc consistent with academic standards. 

"In the C011lext of economic grOll'th strategies based on tecllllological innOl·atio11. it is 

critically importal1l that the (HE) institutiol7S .. , be guided by representatil'es ji-01l1 the 

l'roductil'e ,Icctors"( World Bank. 1994: 11), However. the full participation of the 

private sector in education and training can only be possible if the right incentives are 

put in place, Such incenti\es. which are presently lacking. inconsistently applied or 

not in the right proportions include; a conducive macroeconomic en\'ironment where 

business can tlourish. an etlicient system of resource allocation in education and 

training. and reduced bureaucracy in reimbursement of funds to those organisations 

that take part in HRD initiatives through direct pro\'ision, Important lessons can be 

drawn from Singapore's Research and De\'elopment Assistance and Product 

Dc\e!opment Assistance Schemes. established in 1978 to facilitate co-operation 

between industry and HEIs, Singapore's National Technology Plan of 1991 lays down 

important targets to be achie\'ed by 1995 in the area of R&D (Sel\'aratnam V. 

1994:65), 

As a precondition for establishing a demand-dri\'en system of HE the greater 

participation and commitment by all stakeholders is called for. The invol\'ement of 

social partners creates a culture of joint responsibility, which promotes a long-term 

commitment to problem sohing, Lessons can be drawn from the German experience. 

where"", -I decades o{puhlic.pril'ate co-operation hm'e estahlished a dual S:I).I't(,1I1 of 
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Iruining, ll'hich is 110IaMe for smoolhing Ihe Iransilion /i"om school 10 l1'ork. cosl

sharing among ellleiprises, Iht' gOlVrllmenl, and apprenlices: alld prOl'iding hiXh 

qualin' andflexible programs"(Middleton. J et at. 1996:29), 

F rom the South Korean expenence with HE. we learn that. for purposes of 

accountability and greater responsiveness to the changing needs of the labour market 

"grealer aulonom)' alld less go\'erllmenlal interference hal'e Ihe t'ffecI of enhancing 

universilies and colleges as viable, academic illSlillllions" (Y ee. H. A 1995: I 07), The 

functions that can effectively be carried out by institutions and the private sector 

needs to be identified and handed over to them. The move should be towards greater 

partnership between the private sector and HEls, which should focus on " 

e.\ploiling ({nd enhancing leelmological ol'porlunilies and lranslaling Ihem inlo 

aclivilies thaI ('lin ha\'e a compelilil'e edge"(Selvaratnam V. 1994:90). 

4.6 Policy Challenges to Higher Education reform 

Before concluding this chapter, it is important to identify and discuss some major 

policy challenges that confront HEls and manpower planners in the quest for a 

demand-driven system of HE, These policy challenges affect HE and successful 

implementation of HRD policies either directly or indirectly. Though it might not be 

possible to provide strategies to deal with all these challenges here. it should be noted 

that successful reform of HE in Zimbabwe could seriously be hindered by these 

obstacles. 

4.6.1 Inadequate funding 

Tertiary Education in Zimbabwe IS so under funded that it cannot be expected to 

produce well-trained graduates, To quote the Second Five Year National 

Development Plan. 1991-1995(p76) "'Allhough human resources del'elopmenl is a key 

elemem in GOl'el'l1mel11's development slraleg)" jill1ding levels jiJr Ihis seclor have 

heen inadequale. Since independence. Ihe demand jor educalional and Iraining 

filcililies /wsfilr exceeded Ihe ahilil)' ofg01'ernmenlla salisfy such Ihal coupled H'ilh 
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the demands olother sectors. this has led to a high GOl'ernment blldget deficit ... 3' For 

example the average pass rate in the technical fields is reported to have remained 

below 50%. (MOHET. 1997:12) 

4.6.2 Inadequate training facilities 

There are inadequate facilities to train higher level personnel in such specialised fields 

as land and quantity surveying. architecture. irrigation engineering, mining 

technologies where skill shortages exist (Ibid.). Shortages of capital equipment in the 

form of laboratory equipment, computers. textbooks etc. and qualified technical 

teaching statr at all education levels is a disturbing feature in Zimbabwe and this has 

seriously hindered HRD initiatiws especially in science and technology and the result 

has been the production of halt:backed scientists and technicians. Zimbabwe 

continues to heavily rely on expatriates to till some of these \·acancies. For example, 

in 1986. 1 835 work permits were issued and in 1990. 1 505 work permits were 

issued. showing a continued reliance of the economy on foreign nationals (lbid.).3M 

4.6.3 Lack of a science and technology policy 

Zimbabwe sutTers from lack of an explicit science and technology policy 3" The 

current science and technology programs are also fragmented in various sectors. 

Without a clear-cut science and technology policy. it becomes increasingly difticult to 

detemline areas of priority in teaching and research. and how the curriculum can be 

designed to reflect the changing needs of the economy. lt also becomes difficult to 

determine possible areas where co-operation between industry and HEls can be 

enhanced. The need for a science and technology policy that will encourage the 

private sector to invest in labour-based production processes has actually been 

underscored in various fora. 

37 Second !"in: Year '3110n<.l1 Dc\'l'inpmcllt Plan. 199J-IQ95: 1991.76. 

38 Rell'ntion nfc\palriatcs ofh:n nn high \\;]gcs is il n:asonahle indication of un met d~mands 

3'-) (jlohal Ol'\l'!()pmt:nts arc ckar!~ suggesting that the intensification ofscicncc and tcchnolog) a:-. \\clllCT an: 

ulkquatc stimulu." for ('(onomie un I..:loprnenl. 
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It should be noted that a science and technology policy needs to be carefully studied 

and evaluated before it is enunciated. This requires heavy consultations between 

government and its social partners. In the absence of an agreed framework of co

operation between the stakeholders. it becomes increasingly difficult for a technology 

policy to be mapped out. However. despite numerous attempts to institutionalise the 

co-operation between the government and its social partners, through the formation of 

a social contract, nothing concrete has been achieved. Hopefully, if successfully 

negotiated. the social contract would act as a springboard for the success of all other 

tripartite bodies that have not been properly functioning because of lack of clear 

mandates and incentives from a nationally agreed framework of co-operation. 

4.6.4 Internal and external brain drain 

Low salaries and poor working conditions in government. especially for lecturers and 

teaching statT have resulted in failure to attract highly qualified and competent 

teaching staff. This has also resulted in an internal brain drain where the majority look 

for employment in the private sector and more seriously an external brain drain where 

a large number of them have left the country for greener pastures like South Africa, 

Botswana, the United Kingdom and other parts of the world. The brain drain is 

causing serious decline in stalT quality as can be seen from the declining numbers of 

teaching personnel with PHDs and higher qualifications in the country's HEIs.~o In 

most instances. the offering of academic courses is based on the availability of 

teaching staff and not on demand. Programs in the areas of Accountancy, Engineering 

and Computer Science, IT and Technical Teacher Education, which are in demand, 

have suffered mainly because of lack of adequately qualified teaching staff. This has 

tended to limit enrolments in these areas. On the contrary, enrolments in the social 

sciences. arts and other less technical fields have tended to rise instead . 

.. W An <\\t'rage of 300 Zimbah\\cans an.! lea\ ing the counl0 t!\"i.~r: month to take up cmplo:mcnt in other 

countries. \\ hich in most instances is much helm\ their standards of educational attainments. The health sector. HE 

and engineering st'ctor~ have heen the hardest hit. \\ \\ \\ ,mg.co.l.a.imginc\\ s,'1000kh1/22Feb-Zim.htmL 
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4.6.5 Corruption and lack of accountability 

HEls flourish in an environment that promotes and encourages innovation. 

achievcment and accountability. while discouraging corruption and exploitation of 

poorly infom1cd consumers (TFOHES. 2000:52). High-level corruption and lack of 

accountability are among the factors that haw been identified as major threats to 

dewlopment of a framework of co-operation between the private sector and the 

govemment in educational reform and other developmental issues in Zimbabwe. 

4.6.6 Political violence and increasing lawlessness 

Zimbabwe has been hit by a wave of lawlessness emanating from the land 

redistribution program. \\·hich is scaring foreign inwstors and reducing trade in the 

region since the past three years. It becomes difficult to talk about investment and job 

creation in an em·ironment of fear and intimidation. With the social. economic and 

political tension running high. everybody seems to be living one day at a time as it is 

increasingly becoming ditlicult to detem1ine the way forward and all hopes are hinged 

on the outcome of the Presidential elections. scheduled for March 2002. 

4.7 Conclusion 

Though the deprcssed macroeconomiC environment has had a negative impact on 

graduate recruitment. the above discussion has revealed serious 110ws in the I-IE 

system. which needs to be corrected. While there is need to pay more attention to the 

role-played by LMl in guiding decision making in HE. it should be noted that 

partnerships and strategic alliances between HEls and the private sector is key to 

improving relevance and responsiveness of I IE to the ever changing labour market. 

The next chapter. which is the final chapter. looks at the policy implications of the 

issues that have been raised in this study. at both macro and micro levels. The policy 

recommendations have been arriwd at after careful consideration and if adopted. it is 

hoped that. they will go a long \\ay in ensuring that HE in Zimbabwe becomes more 

responsive to the ever-changing needs of the labour market. 
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CHAPTER FIVE (5) 
The Future of Higher Education in Zimbabwe 

5.1 Introduction 

"Po/i(:r is important. hut execlffiul1 is more 
impurtGnt""(Professor S.M.E. Bengu 1995)."" 

It appears so many people in Zimbabwe have lost faith in the system of HE in general 

and university education in particular. The findings of this study seem to strongly 

suggest that HE in Zimbabwe is slowly becoming a certifying function than an 

educational process. and this is a time bomb that needs to be diffused before it 

explodes. This is a rather harsh but at the same time an inescapable comment. 

However. not so surprisingly. enrolments in HEls have been going up so rapidly. 

suggesting a growing demand for HE. This clearly points at the need for the nation to 

mobilise its scarce resources towards ensuring that society maximises its returns on 

this sizeable imestment. 

Having said all this. the question that needs to be answered is: ,. Where do we go /i'om 

here')" Despite all these identified limitations. it appears that there is more hope than 

hype for HE in Zimbabwe. The following policy options are suggested for 

consideration in the quest for solutions to the HE crisis in Zimbabwe. 

5.4 Policy Recommendations 

5.4.1 Private Sector-Higher Education Partnership 

What emerges from this study is the need to establish a framework for public and 

private sector partnership in the development of the educational infrastructure. The 

necessity for both industry and HEls to be able to define their aims and needs with 

respect to qualitied manpower. to co-ordinate and communicate effectively in order to 

achieve these aims should be regarded as a high priority area in the quest for a 

* Proks~or Ikngu is \Iinisl~r nfEducation in South Africa 

.f 1 \\ \\ \\ .ro!it) .tlrg./a'gm Jocs:\, hitt:_, p<lpcrsicJu I.htm! 
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demand-driven system of HE. For industry, without a proper and clear picture of its 

relationship with HEls, there is no way of transmitting its needs to the latter. Only 

when these needs are properly fonnulated will there be a possibility of being able to 

effectively assess the responsiveness and relevance of HE to the labour market. 

With regard to the above, a comprehensive HRD Plan, negotiated by the social 

partners, and linked to the overall macroeconomic objectives of the country, needs to 

be put in place. Some countries, particularly the East Asian Economies have not only 

been able to improve the quality and relevance of their HE systems to the labour 

market. but have also been able to link their HRD policies to the overall 

macroeconomic policies. From the experiences of these countries Zimbabwe can learn 

that: ,. SlIccessfi" implementation 0/ higher edllealiun rejonm has been shuwn 10 

depend on (I) /he cs/ablishmen/ ofa coheren/ policyji-amelt'{JI-k; (2) grealer reliance 

on incel1liws and marke/-oriel1led ins/rllmen/.I· /0 implemenl policies: and (3) 

ill creased lIIal1agclllen/ allionomyfor pllhlic illS/i/lI/ions" (World Bank 1994:9). 

Various forms of co-operation between the private sector and HEls can be developed 

as a strategy to make sure that HE is more aligned to the needs of the economy, for 

example; 

• Establishment of industry led boards, which draws on representatives from 

relevant industrial sectors and HEls. These will be responsible for, among other 

things. intluencing the curriculum content at faculty and/or college leveL42 

• Increased participation of the private sector in industrial attachment of students. 

secondment of industrial personnel to HEls and of academic staff to industry. 

• Establishment of centers of excellence to pioneer research and development that is 

more inclined to solving practical problems. 

• Private sector involvement in HE can also be enhanced by ensunng that the 

duration of academic courses is detennined by workplace requirements rather than 

traditional academic criteria, as is currently the case . 

.t2 [n the Philippines. these boards arc referred to as Indust0 kd Hoards of Trustees and these arc responsibh: for 

the planning and anal) se ... of training needs at 1ocal1l'\cL and in parti(Uiar for the pcrfonnancc orlhc 

inSlilutinns.IBauu. 19'16:i\) 
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The relationship that is being suggested here can be summarized in the following 

three(3) -tier structure; 

Figure 4; Relationship between the State, the Private Sector and HEIs 

Higher Education Institutions Private Sector 
• Centers of excellence/research 
• Provision of high quality manpower 
• Industry based research and product 

development 
• Consultancy services to industry 

~ • 

~ • 

• Funding of research activities and other 
activities related to improvement of 
educational provision and quality 

• Sponsorship of students 
• Rewarding of major contributions in 

• Greater autonomy in decision making 
especially \\ ith regard:;. to enrolments. 
programs of study and resource allocation 

• 
research and product development 
Participate in management of HEls and 
evaluation of courses/programs 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Source: Author 

~ 

Government 
The invisible partner 

• 

• 

Attachment of students and provision of 
quality employment to students 
On the job specific training 

Designing and implementing home 
grO\\'Jl macroeconomic policies in 
consultation with stakeholders 
Enabling environment for investment 
promotion and employment creation 
Provision of incentives to promote 
private sector investment and 
involvement in education and training 
Defining mechanisms to monitor the 
of overall quality of education and 
training programs 
Joint partnership \vith the private 
sector in investment in new 
technologies 

5.4.3 Labour Market Information 

There is need to identify the respective roles and niches of different stakeholders in 

the collection. analysis and dissemination of LML This will pave the way for greater 

co-ordination among the stakeholders and development of methods for quality control 

and assessment of lIE programs. This should be done not only to avoid duplication 

but also to ensure ct1iciency and greater information sharing as much as possible. 
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The table below represents a policy matrix for LMI for HEls.43 

Table 11: Integrated LMI System for HE 

What Information Assumptions Whose responsibility 
Annual Graduate -graduate destinations are a legitimate. 
Destinations highly instructive and infonnative source 

of evidence on general receptiveness of 
employers to educational programs. 
-infonnation IS useful not only to HEls 
prospective students but also to polic)' 
makers. especially in designing curriculum 
that is reflective of the needs of the labour 
market. 

Partnership Anai:sis -Partnership between HEls and industry 
can ensure that curriculum and the 
teaching methods reflect the needs of the 
latter. 

HE!s 
-HEls need to have an understanding of the 
possible areas \\:here their graduates are 
likely to be employed and to develop 
closer ties with them. 

Professional Career -Infonnation provides an understanding of Public/private career services 
Patterns of graduates the qualifications that are necessary or departments 

useful for a longer period in \vorking life HE!s 
than just the first few years of one·s 
working life. 
-Infonnation can be used for career! 
vocational counseling purposes 

Educational -infonnation provides an understanding of 
Bad.grounds 'Protiles the extent to which jobs or occupations for Joint projects between 
of those \\ orking In which a specific educational program NAMACO. industry and 
specitic jobs or trains are also covered by other MOHET. 
oc\.:upations educational or training programs 

Rccruillnent Strategies, -Infonnation be used in preparing the 
Public/private career services 

can 
departments 

Criteria of employers graduates for employment 
HEls 

-Makes it possible for qualitative 
Relationship between mismatches between skills and jobs to be Joint projects between 
qualifications and their identified and corrective action taken. This NAMACO. MOHET and 
utilization at the workplace may relate to over-utilisation or industry 

underutilisation of skills. 

Technological innovations 
-infonnation is useful in the designing of 

educational programs. or the restructuring 
and their impact on skill 

of existing ones to reflect current changes 
Same as above 

requirements 
in the labour market 

Soun:e. Author 

.. 13 I h~ list is not ~:'\h;justi\c but rn)\id~s usd"ul ro[ic~ considaations. 
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5.4.3 External Evaluation of Courses/Programs 

While the present system. \\hich relies on external examiners/evaluators drawn from 

experienced lecturers from other colleges and universities within and outside 

Zimbabwe is important in that it promotes standardization of academic courses as 

well as cross linkages and exchange of ideas between HEls. there is need to 

incorporate specialists and captains of industry from the private sector and other 

employing organizations in these exercises. These specialists should not be taken as 

consultants. or in their individual capacities but in their capacities as representatives 

of their organizations. Taking note of evaluation comments and observations from 

industry makes it easily possible to fine-tune the courses to reflect the requirements of 

the labour market. 

With the rapid technological changes and globalisation. it appears the present practice 

of evaluation of technical and vocational training courses/programs after every five 

years is no longer feasible. There is probably the need for constant evaluation, at least 

once in every two or three years. of courses/programs to ensure that they are up to 

date with the changing labour market structures. 

5.4.4 Staff Development 

There is no doubt that the quality of student learning and the whole academic 

environment can be improved by enhancing the quality of academic staff The need 

for in service training and refresher courses for lecturers to keep them abreast of the 

modern approaches to teaching and curriculum development was underscored in the 

interviews. While a policy of attaching university lecturers to outside universities 

during sabbatical and/or contact leave is in existence as a measure to expose them to 

more modem teaching methods, this needs to be extended to teaching staff in non

university colleges as well. Attaching lecturers to relevant industries (as research 

associates or consultants). where they will be able to get a practical feeling of the 

expectations of industry from HE should be given due consideration. This should be 

done in order to ease the burden of trying to balance theory with practice in the 

curricula as well as in their (lecturers') day-to-day interaction with students. In line 
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with this. the promotion of lecturers should be based on the quality of research and 

publications. 

5.4.5 Funding of HErs 

Improving the quality of HE has serious cost implications on the part of the cash 

strapped government. What this therefore means is to relieve the burden on public 

sources of financing HE by diversifying sources of tinance for HEIs on one hand and 

introducing cost-sharing measures between students and HEls on the other hand.44 

Funding mechanisms. which promote accountability, t1exibility and competition 

among HEls need to be developed. l.essons can be drawn from Chile. which has 

managed to develop a quality based funding system of public HEls. Competition for 

public resources by HEls has been used as a stimulus for improved quality and 

efticiency in HE 4
' HEls in Chile are ranked according to quality of research, 

publications and funds allocated accordingly. This is possibly the best way to promote 

competition among HEls and accountability on the use of public funds. This will 

naturally help in improving quality of educational programs and efficiency of liEIs. 

It should also be noted that government funding makes HEIs extremely dependent on 

government policies which are often times rigid. highly bureaucratic and with a long 

response time which renders them non-responsive to industry needs. While it may not 

be possible to do away completely with go\·ernment funding, diversifying sources of 

finance on the part of HEIs provides them with an opportunity to balance own policies 

and government policies for increased efficiency. 

5.4.6 Resource Sharing among HErs 

A system of resource sharing, especially with regards to exchanges of academic 

personnel. research staff, textbooks and other learning materials needs to be 

developed. What comes to mind here is the Dutch system of Inter-Library Loan 

-1-1. I his is a hudgl.:t n~utral n:fnrm Jnd can he i1llpll:mt'nt~d imm~diatdy. The logistics ofc<ltt'ring for students 

from low-income familic:. Gill he \\OIled out 

-15 \\'nrJd nan)..: 1996:50-5-1 
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Facility. which allows students studying anywhere in The Netherlands to have access 

to library books from any library within The Netherlands. Other than ensuring that 

newly established HEIs are not disadvantaged in the early years of their 

establishment. this system promotes greater co-operation among the institutions and is 

an effective way of dealing with the problem of shortage of learning resources and out 

of date library collections. which have been blamed for the poor quality of both the 

system of HE as well as its output. This is also a way of ensuring that the scarce 

resources are used etliciently. 

5.4.7 Students and Industrial Attachment 

In line \\lith the principles of continuous improvement. at least all programs offered at 

HEIs should have a compulsory industrial attachment component ranging from six(6) 

to twelve( 12) months depending on the length of the program. This is possibly the 

best way of ensuring that employers playa proactive role in HRD at this level and any 

deficiencies with regard to linkages between theory and practice in the courses are 

easily identified and corrected rather than to wait for students to enter the labour 

market tirst. 

Experience with industrial attachments has shown that most employers treat the 

students placed with them for work experience as a recruitment pool from which they 

may select the best for permanent employment. Even though most graduates are 

capable of learning new things with relative ease. employers seem to want work 

experience so that they do not have to spend time and money especially on initial 

training. Industrial attachments and work experience provides the student with ..... 

occllpationally 'pecijic knowledge abo lit the relationship between theory and practice 

in 'rear sitllations: and ... broader insights abo lit the work place and how to IIlUlwge 

cffecth'ely within i('(Brennan J. L et at 1993: 129). The success of the graduates from 

NUST in acquiring employment soon after graduation clearly demonstrates the 

importance of industrial attachment. 46 

~6 "' ht: I krald issue of 2() .lUi) IlJl)h rqJOrI~d that all the 282 stUl.h.:nts \\ ho had just graduated from the I\liS"[ had 

sccurcdjohs and thai the majorit) \\\."n: ah'iorhl."J h) nHnpanies to \\hich the) \\en: attachl'd. 
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Special emphasis should be placed on attaching students in small businesses as a way 

of aiding in the de\·elopment of these organisations. For example. the contribution that 

an accounting. marketing or a business management student attache would offer to a 

small business. or the contribution that a mechanics student would give to a small 

garage owner is immense. Apart trom modem business management skills, or 

bookkeeping practices. or modem production techniques to the business 

organisations, the students would also learn some survival strategies from the business 

owners which cannot be provided in the education system but which they would need 

when they want to venture into self-employment. 

5.4.8 Financing of Industrial Attachment 

It used to make sense for ZlMDEF to control the funding process of industrial 

attachment when student numbers enrolling for HE were still low. With the increases 

in student enrolments. this system is no longer viable. The 3% levy that companies 

contribute towards HRD activities has also proved to be inadequate. A way of raising 

more financial resources for industrial attachment without necessarily straining the 

private sector is to have part of the money included in the tuition paid by the students. 

In ternlS of administration and management of these funds. this needs to be 

decentralised to HEls. This will ensure efficiency and proper co-ordination of the 

process between industry and HEls, especially in terms of timely disbursement of the 

li.ll1ds to students on attachment and to lecturers when they conduct industrial visits 

during supervision exercises. ZIMDEF authorities would come in only as auditors of 

the funds, to ensure/monitor efficiency and accountability. 

5.4.9 Control of the ZIMDEF Training Levy 

Successful implementation of HE reforms should not be expected to take place 

smoothly if the decision to allocate resources. specifically linancial resources 

continues to be done through bureaucratic procedures. While NAMACO was given 

executive powers in some areas recently, its role has largely remained inhibited by the 

mere fact that it does not have control over linancial resources, neither does it have a 
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final say on the allocation of the same. The Higher Education Minister has broad 

powers as to how he may use the lund or any of its assets. Given this set up, it 

becomes highly difficult to make decisions, which ensures optimal use and allocation 

of resources. 

In line with the changing role of government being suggested in this study, serious 

considerations should be made with regards to giying NAMACO responsibility to 

detcrn1ine the use and allocation of the fund. 

5.4.10 Selective Expansion Policy 

As a reaflirmation of the point raised earlier on, a choice needs to be made between 

university expansion and non-university expansion. However. with the increasing 

numbers of youth graduating from secondary schools and the rising levels of 

unemployment especially among the educated. what is needed is to put a halt to the 

continued expansion of university education and channel resources towards the 

development and strengthening of non-university institutions as a strategy to respond 

to the training and retraining needs of business and industry. "Such institutions 

il1c1l1d~ polytechnics in the United Stat~s. Institlltes Unil'l!ritaires de Technologie in 

France. higher vocational schools (HBO Institlltes) in the Netherlands, technical 

institllte!; in Mexico, ,Ipecial training schools (Senshu Gakko) in Joplin, lind so 

/ortldAltbach P.G and Johnstone D.B 1993: 14). These need to be linked with 

university programs through appropriate transfer mechanisms such as credit systems 

and equivalency provisions. 

This is however not to undermine the importance of university education but rather a 

strategy that is aimed at accommodating the increasing numbers of secondary 

school-levers on one hand, and ensuring that HE produces the human resources that is 

needed for the shopfloor as well as the non-formal sector on the other hand. This also 

makes it possible for the aspirations of the graduates to be synchronized with 

economic needs and the employment opportunities available in the economy. 
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Considering the current financial constraints and the need to control enrolments in 

certain areas. selectiw expansion is a better policy option than the automatic 

admission policy. It has been demonstrated in Chapter three that there is an 

oversupply of graduates in the arts and humanities. whilst other professions are 

undersupplied. A way to deal with this problem is to limit enrolments in these areas 

and increase enrolments in those areas considered important for economic gro\\1h. At 

high school. this could be done by reducing examination fees in the prerequisite 

subjects for the latter. and at tertiary leveL this could be done by lowering tuition in 

these areas. 47 

5.5 Concluding Remarks 

This study has highlighted some serIOUS disconnects between HE and the labour 

market at both macro and micro lewis. However. the absence of a standard definition 

of an ideal Higher Education-l.abour Market relationship made the analysis extremely 

difficult. While there is increasing need to make HE more relevant to the needs of the 

labour market. the direction this relationship should take is increasingly becoming 

difficult to determine in the sense that even if people become increasingly employed. 

the content of their work is increasingly becoming so difficult to predict. The situation 

is also made more complex because of the increasing volatility of the labour market as 

a result of rapid globalisation and the technological revolution. 

As has been dcmonstrated already. this revelation does not howewr mean that there is 

absolutcly no remedy for the HE crisis in Zimbabwe. This paper argued that even 

though the state remains the largest provider and funder of HE in Zimbabwe, no 

longer should it continue to have monopoly over the decision making processes. 

especially with regards to the allocation and use of resources. enrolment patterns and 

provision of educational courses. While playing the role of the invisible partner, the 

state should leave the playfield in the hands of the private sector and HEIs. 

-l7 rho.' L'urn:nt praclic\;' is al'tuall~ lhe orrositt' 
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It has also been the central argument in this paper that HE by itself cannot solve the 

unemployment and underemployment problems in the country. The paper argued that 

an attempt to refonn the HE system without a significant change in the economic 

situation of the country will have little or no impact on the employment prospects and 

quality of employment for the educated Zimbabweans. What needs to be done has 

been made clear. The overall success and development of Zimbabwe will depend on 

the ability of policy-makers to integrate macroeconomic policies and HRD policies, 

otherwise the transfonnation of the economy will largely remain an elusive concept. 

In the process of carrymg out this research, it became evident that a detailed 

assessment of the graduate labour market requires a wide range and quality of data, 

\\hich is currently not available in Zimbabwe. Because of this, some of the research 

questions, more specifically, research questions (i) and (ii), have not been adequately 

addressed. This shortcoming. though a major drawback, helped to strengthen the point 

that. increasing emphasis need to be placed on a systematic collection. analysis and 

dissemination of LMl which should be used to guide the policy and decision making 

processes in HE. With the realisation that the development of an effective LMl system 

requires time, resources and expertise which may not always be available in adequate 

proportions. this paper has gone a step further to provide examples of labour market 

signals which could be used to evaluate the labour market impact of educational 

programs, even in the absence of a comprehensive LMI system. 

While there is no doubt that greater co-ordination and linkages between HEls and the 

private sector would go a long way in contributing to the relevance of HE to the needs 

of the labour market. it appears the toughest challenge to improve relevance of HE 

lies with the HEls themselves. The ability to understand and interpret the changes 

taking place in the labour market and to translate these into achievable educational 

plans becomes of paramount importance. As the study has shown. HEls need to invest 

in their capacity to collect. analyse and disseminate LMI relevant for their use. For 

example. the involvement of HEls in the specification and design of Labour Force 

Surw)'s could ensure that they are appropriately penetrating and timely. 
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As has been demonstrated. it is in the interest of HEls to become more confident and 

skilled in terms of appraisal of employer requirements for mid-career updating and 

continuous professional development as well as for preparing new workforce entrants. 

lest they continue to be blamed for producing poor quality human resources. Research 

needs to acquire databases necessary to observe. analyse and anticipate trends in the 

world of work more efliciently and translate these into educational programs 

(UNESCO. 1998:26). 

Notwithstanding their shortcomings. tracer studies on graduates. for example. would 

at least prmide information on the speed of entry into the labour market. type of 

work. type of employing organizations. and the receptiveness of employers to these 

new entrants. Keeping other things constant. such studies would establish whether the 

courses are justified in temlS of the types of employment found by the graduates. The 

infomlation can be useful in understanding the competitive advantage of HE 

programs on the labour market and dccision making with regard to further 

differentiation in educational programs. Such infomlation can also be used, for 

instance. to provide prospective students. and the graduates with information about 

their career prospects so that they donot choose courses or enter the labour market 

with asymmetric information and too high career prospects (Cave, M. et al 

1988:70)·8 

Though there is no specific tonnula applied on the choice of countries discussed in 

this paper. the study has benefited immensely from the wide range of country 

experiences picked from the literature which can be said to represent good practices in 

the setting up of demand-driven systems of HE. This has been done in order to 

adequately inform the process of policy analysis and policy choice tor Zimbabwe as 

she tries to find solutions to improve the quality and relevance of HE to the labour 

market. Important lessons have been drawn relating to: use of performance and output 

indicators in evaluation of HEls. the ideal relationship between the state. the private 

4X A~ has aln:ad~ o("("n pointed out. tracer :-.tudic:-, \\Oldd need to he comph:rnented hy ha\ ing more inf(lrmalion on 

l.'dlKational pmfik:-. hacl-grounds of l'lllplo) C:I."S in \'arious occupations (hoth in the formal and informal sector!'.) 

ilH.:IUlkd in employee- surn:) s. 
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sector and HEls. importance of LMI in educational planning. and how to link funding 

mechanisms to quality and perfonnance of HEIs. 

5.6 Suggestions for further study 

After all has been said and done. linancial and other resources needed to develop and 

improve HE especially when it is provided in public institutions. will remain 

insufficient. Considering that there is presently "chaos" in HE in Zimbabwe with 

regards to the question "Who shollld payfi}/" HE~" further research needs to be carried 

out in line \\ith setting up of funding mechanisms. which promotes competition 

among HEls. and efticient utilisation of resources. This should be done in the light of 

the fact that public HEIs will continue to absorb the majority of the students even if 

the role of the private sector in HE provision is enhanced. and that subsidization of 

HE. results in HE being so economically attractive even when jobs are not readily 

a\ailable alier graduation (World Bank 1994). Future investigations should focus on 

how additional resources can be mohilised for HE and more importantly. how the role 

of the international community can be enhanced in tenns of; 

• Direct funding of HE reform programs at national and institutional leveL 

• Provision of ready access to experiences of other countries with HE. 

• Institutional capacity development 

• Exchanges and development of human resources without necessarily causmg a 

hrain drain. 

The relationship hetween HE and the labour market is not static. What is relevant 

today may be irrelevant tomorrow. And also. gone are the days when HEls used to 

have monopoly over knowledge. This means that the qualitative aspects of HE should 

be continually examined. And lastly. further research needs to be done to reveal the 

complexity of interactions between the student choices and their aspirations and 

labour market needs and demands which lead to a situation where some graduates 

\\alk straight into full time. productive and highly rewarding employment while 

others find themselves in marginal employment (Brennan. 1. Let al 993). 
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APPENDIX 1 
Notes on Methodology: 

Though the research methodology \\as mainly content analysis. Interviews were 

conducted to obtain additional infonnation. which was needed to support and 

complement the literature review, and also to answer certain unclear questions from the 

literature. The following is a list of organisations with whom interviews were conducted: 

• Two employers' organisations (EMCOZ and ZNCC) 

• Six PEAs out of about forty (40) operational PEAs in Harare 

• MOHET 

• NCFHE and 

• The UZ 

With regard to employers, interviews were not based on the experiences of individual 

firms with HE. but on the adequacy of the system of HE in its totality to produce the 

required manpower for the economy. This limited the interviews to only the 

representatives of the employers identified above. Though originally on the schedule. no 

interviews \\ere conducted with the Confederation of Zimbabwe Industries (Cll) because 

the person who was said to be knowledgeable about the subject could not be contacted 

despite several attempts to contact him. 

A total of ten Private Employment Agencies (PEAs) including the Association of the 

PEAs. were selected for interviews out of about forty operational PEAs in Harare. 

However, only six were finally interviewed. The other four could not be interviewed 

mainly because the respondents kept on rescheduling the interviews sighting their busy 

schedules as the inhibiting factor. PEAs were chosen because they are in constant touch 

with both the employers and graduate job seekers and are better placed to give unbiased 

vic\\s of the weaknesses of HE in Zimbabwe based on what they see happening in the 

labour market. Getting views of PEAs was a very interesting exercise. especially 

considering that the researcher had not come across any study. which tried to incorporate 

the vic\\s of these important middlemen. 
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Because of the centralised nature of the HE system in Zimbabwe. it was found not 

necessary to conduct interyiews mth individual HEls. except for the University of 

Zimbahwe where imponant information was obtained on graduate destinations. So on the 

supply side. inteniews were conducted with representatives from the Ministry of Higher 

Education. Science and Technology and the National Council for Higher Education. 

List of Respondents 
Interview (a): Mr. Murairwa- Depanment of Research and Statistics 
Ministry of Higher Education. Science and Technology 

Interview (b): Mrs. F.J Mkushi- Executive Secretary 
National Council of Higher Education 

Interview (c): Mr. K. Mufukare- Training Manager 
Employers Confederation of Zimbabwe Industries 

Inten'iew (d): Mr. James .Towa - Chief Economist 
Zimbabwe National Chamber of Commerce 

Inten'iew (e): Mrs. Magaramombe Deputy Dean Student AtTairs Depanment 
Uniyersity of Zimbabwe 

Inten'iew (I): Mr. Nyakudya L- Executive Director 
llniversal Employment Agency 

Inten'iew (g): Ms Kuwodza S- Exccutive Dircctor 
Eclipsc Employment Agency 

Inten'iew (h): Mr. Cooks E- General Manager 
Cooks Employment Agency 

Inten'iew (j): Mr. Makoni- President 
President of the Association of Personncl Consultants 

Inten'iew (i): Mr. Bfepfepfe Executive Consultant 
Employment and Executiyc Services 

Interview (h): Mrs. Maposa-Consultant 
Executive lIuman Perfomance Solutions 
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